The notion of interval sets is introduced as a new kind of sets, represented by a pair of sets, namely, the lower and upper bounds. The interval-set algebm may be regarded as a Counterpart of the interval-number algebra. It provides a useful tool to represent qualitative information. Operations on interval sets are also defined, based on the corresponding set-theoretic operations on their members. In addition, basic properties of interval-set algebra are ezamined, and the relationships between interval sets, rough sets and fuzzy sets are analyzed.
Introduction
The contemporary concern about knowledge representation and reasoning with uncertain information has generated many extensions of classical mathematical tools. One class of these extensions is the use of lower and upper bounds of the true value, and the development of the corresponding mechanism for processing such interval representations [7] . For example, in the Dempster-Shafer theory [9], both a lower and an upper bound are maintained regarding the uncertainty of a proposition. The lower bound is characterized by a belief function which represents the belief one actually commits to the proposition. The upper bound is defined by a plausibility function which represents the maximum belief one may commit to the proposition. A pair of belief and plausibility functions may be interpreted as bounds of a family of probability functions. Given this interpretation, belief and plausibility functions may be considered as extensions of probability functions.
Motivated by the need for error analysis in numeric computation, Moore [5] proposed an interval-number algebra by extending elementary arithmetic to interval arithmetic. An interval number is defined by its lower and upper bounds. Arithmetic operations on interval numbers are carried out based on arithmetic operations on real numbers. The use of interval numbers enables us to estimate the bounds for errors caused by a computer's incapability to represent precisely a real number. Recently, a number of extensions to intervalnumber algebra have been reported by Parsons [7] , in which a closed interval of an ordered set is used instead of a closed interval of real numbers.
The notion of rough sets advocated by Pawlak [SI provides another interesting research topic in interval analysis. In this framework, a set is approximated by a pair of lower and upper approximations. The lower approximation consists of elements that definitely belong to the set, whereas the upper approximation consists of elements that possibly belong to the set. In other words, rough sets are bounds of an ordinary set. Therefore, rough sets are used to approximate ordinary sets in the same way that interval numbers are used to approximate real numbers in interval-number algebra. Farinas del Cerro and Prade [4] suggested that it is useful to regard the lower and upper approximations as a pair and to define operations on such pairs. Similar ideas were also discussed in the study of flou sets [6].
The main objective of this paper is to introduce an interval-set algebra, the counterpart of intervalnumber algebra, for representing qualitative information. Interval-number algebra will be briefly reviewed to establish the ground work of the study. The notion of interval sets is defined as a natural consequence of our inability to characterize a set precisely. The basic properties of interval sets are identified according to their physical interpretations. Operations on interval sets are defined in a manner parallel to that used in defining operations on interval numbers. More justifications for the proposed interval-set algebra are provided by demonstrating its connections with rough sets and fuzzy sets. Although the proposed intervalset algebra is similar to the notion of flou sets [6], the analysis of the relationships between interval-set algebra, interval-number algebra, rough sets and fuzzy sets is very important for qualitative knowledge representation using interval sets. (1)
The set of all interval numbers is denoted by I(%). We can perform arithmetic with interval numbers (i.e., sets of real numbers) through the arithmetic operations on their members. Let I and J be two interval numbers, and let * denote an arithmetic operation +, -, or / on pairs of real numbers. Then an arithmetic operation * may be extended to pairs of interval numbers I, J by The result I * J is again a closed bounded interval unless 0 E J and the operation * is division (in which case, I * J is undefined). In fact, we can derive the following formulas for I * J: 
Interval-Set Algebra
This section introduces the notion of interval sets in parallel to that of interval numbers. The operations on interval sets are defined as extensions of the ordinary set-theoretic operations on their members.
Let U be a finite set, called the universe or the reference set, and 2u be its power set. A subset of 2' of the form
is called a closed interval set, where it is assumed A1 E A2. The set of all closed interval sets is denoted by I(2u). Degenerate interval sets of the form [A, A] are equivalent to ordinary sets. Thus, interval sets may be considered as an extension of elementary sets.
Let n,u and -be the usual set intersection, union and difference defined on 2u, respectively. We define the following binary operations on I(2u): for two in-
A n B = { A n B I A E A , B E B } , A U B = { A U B I A E A , B € B } , A \ B = { A -B I A E A , B E B } . (5)
These operations are referred to as interval-set intersection, union and difference. They are closed on I(2u), namely, A fl B, A U B and A \ B are interval sets. In fact, these interval sets can be explicitly computed by using the following formulas:
Similarly, the interval-set complement -[A1 , A21 of The proposed operations n, U, \, and 1 are not the same as the usual set-theoretic operations. The following relationship holds between the ordinary set and the interval-set intersections:
However, there do not exist similar relationships between other set and interval-set operations. When only degenerate interval sets are used, the interval-set operations n, U and \ reduce to the usual set intersection, union and difference.
The inclusion of interval sets may be defined by:
) . (8)
Based on this definition, for two interval sets A and In contrast to interval-number algebra, interval-set algebra puts forward a useful mechanism for representing uncertain qualitative information. An immediate application of interval-set algebra is qualitative reasoning in artificial intelligence. Bundy [2] provided a good example of such qualitative reasoning mechanisms in incidence calculus.
B

Interpretations of Interval Sets
This section compares the proposed interval-set algebra with rough sets and fuzzy sets, two complementary extensions of ordinary set theory [3]. The connections between these theories suggest methods for constructing interval sets, provide plausible interpre tations of interval sets, and give further support to interval-set algebra.
Rough sets
The notion of rough sets was proposed by Pawlak [SI to describe an ordinary set by its lower and upper approximations.
Let RE c U x U be an equivalence (indiscernibility) relation on the universe U , i.e., RE is reflexive, From the above discussion, it is evident that the rough-set model provides a method for constructing an interval set and justifies the use of interval-set operations. Although the notion of interval sets is closely related to rough sets, they are not the same concept. It is true that the rough-set model provides one way to construct interval sets. It is equally important to recognize that the rough-set model is not the only way to achieve this goal. For example, Bundy [2] used interval sets to represent incidences of various propositions in incidence calculus. Thus, rough-set model might be interpreted as a special case of interval-set algebra. In fact, as shown in the next section, interval sets may also be constructed using the fuzzy-set model. These definitions are consistent with the interval-set operations in the interval-set algebra.
In comparing rough sets and fuzzy sets, Dubois and Prade [3] drew the correspondences between the lower approximation of a rough set and the core of a fuzzy set, and between the upper approximation of a rough set and the support of a fuzzy set. Yao and Wong [lo] extended the concepts of core and support, using the notion of a-cut. Given a real number a 5 (0,1], the strong a-cut or a-level set of a fuzzy set A is defined by which is a subset of U. Similarly, giyen a real number a E [0, l), the a-cut of a fuzzy set A is defined by A,= {a E U I P i ( . ) 1 a),
which is also a tubset of U. These notations give A, = A i and A, = Ao. For two real numbers a l p E [0,1] with cx 1 p, we may form an interval set [A,, Ap] as an approximation of a fuzzy set. Such an approximation of a fuzzy set can be regarded as generalized core and support. For clarity, we only consider interval sets generated by a-level sets. Interval sets generated by a-cuts or a mixture of a-cuts and a-level sets may be studied in the same manner.
For two real numbers a l p E [0,1] with a 1 p, the generalized core and support satisfy the following properties: is an approximation of fuzzy set A CO B. A similar observation is also true for the interval-set union operation. Thus, the approximation of fuzzy sets by interval sets also supports the proposed interval-set algebra.
Conclusion
This paper propom that an interval-set algebra is a complement to existing interval analysis methods. The concept of interval sets represents a new kind of sets, represented by a pair of sets known as lower and upper bounds. The introduction of this new notion comes naturally from our inability to characterize a set precisely. The basic properties of interval sets are examined, and operations on interval sets are defined in a manner parallel to that used in defining operations on interval numbers. Those operations are justified by the physical meaning of interval sets. More support to the proposed operations is also provided by the connections between interval sets, rough sets and fuzzy sets. In addition, interval sets may be constructed in both rough-set and fuzzy-set models.
The present study immediately suggests two research topics. The basic operations on interval sets provide necessary tools for reasoning with interval sets. It might be useful to pursue research along this line. The notion of interval numbers provides a useful tool for representing quantitative information, whereas the notion of interval sets for qualitative information. It will be interesting to examine how to combine these two methods in uncertainty management.
